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I have some comments on the Forensic Audit that I hope you will consider before producing the final
version.
 
Architectural Fees
 
One section of the audit dealt with architectural fees and included Interactive Resources and Wilson
School as a case study. There was no effort to determine if any of the fees in the case studies were
fair or appropriate on their own merits. Instead, the audit totally focuses on comparing fees with an
OPSC (Office of Public School Construction - California’s Department of General Services. As staff to
the State Allocation Board – SAB -  the OPSC implements and administers a $35 billion voter-
approved school facilities construction program) fee schedule that has not been used by OPSC  for
nearly 20 years (1998). Had VLS contacted OPSC to discuss the reason the fee schedule was
adopted and the reason it was abandoned, they would have learned that it was not a reliable tool to
evaluate fees used in the WCCUSD Bond Program or for any other school construction project in
California.
 
The OPSC fee schedule was crafted by OPSC not as a tool to set, evaluate or suggest architectural
fees. It was solely a tool to determine and provide some uniformity in the reimbursement amount
for cost -sharing grants to local school districts participating in a lease-purchase program. In 1998,
the grant program changed, and total control was given to local districts to determine both
construction costs and design fees.
 
I have discussed this at length with a current staff member of OPSC, Michael Watanabe (916/376-
1646, michael.watanabe@dgs.ca.gov), and a former staff member of OPSC, Bill Savidge (510) 715-
9089), who is also a former WCCUSD Engineering Officer. Both explained to me that not only was
the fee schedule never intended to set or suggest fees, but there have been so many changes in the
design requirements for schools since 1998 that such a fee schedule would be obsolete even if it
was intended to set or suggest fees. In the last 20 years, the requirements for design of schools have
become much more complex and time-consuming, including generally, the use of sustainability
requirements such as CHPS or LEED, substantial structural building code changes, EPA requirements
implemented by local water boards for storm water management,  code required energy efficiency
requirements and stricter oversight and plan checking by DSA, to name a few.
 
In addition to these general changes, individual school projects can get very complicated and
complex based on phasing issues, temporary housing requirements, vastly improved technology and
IT requirements, deferred maintenance issues, substantial delays not the fault of the architect
between initiation of planning and actual construction and change in District standards in the middle
of the design process, to list a few.
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Finally, the construction period is the time that, in our experience, the difference between the
negotiated fee and the actual cost of service is most challenging. Construction typically extends
beyond the schedule estimated by the District resulting in substantial additional time required by
the design team. Contractors specializing in school construction typically low ball bids with the
expectation of recovering losses through change orders, which they have perfected to a science and
continually barrage architects with requests for information and demands for additional
compensation to set up potential change orders. These have to be researched, defended and
processed, taking up huge blocks of time.
 
Unfortunately, the people hired by the District to manage this process, SGI and inspectors of record
(AOR) are typically either incompetent, ineffective or co-opted by the contractor, making the
architect’s job even more time consuming.
 
Architects and experienced construction program administrators know that there is no reliable
relationship between the construction cost of a project and the fee required to provide design
services. If you took all the fees for a number of projects and divided them by the construction
costs, you would get an average that might lie somewhere between 5% and 20%, but that doesn’t
mean a percentage is a reliable way to establish a fee.
 
You cited the widespread use of the OPSC fee schedule by school districts in California to validate its
credibility. I submit that those who are using it are uniformed about its history, incompetent, or lazy,
or all three.
 
The premise that architects are ripping off the District has no basis in fact I shared with you the
amount of money that Interactive Resources has lost on the WCCUSD projects we have worked on. I
left Wilson out because the project was abandoned before construction began, the phase that we
typically lose the most money.
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Elapsed Time
 
The audit also criticized architects for straying from the precise schedules defined in their original
contracts or for doing design work out off phase without any evidence that this had any adverse
impacts on the District or that the deviation from the schedule was the architect’s fault. In the case
of Interactive Resources, VLS conceded that investigating this further was beyond the scope of their
services. So why even bring it up?
 
Cost Estimates
 
Despite what any agreements with the District say, the practice of WCCUSD was to control the
construction cost estimating process. The agreements do not require the architects to prepare or
submit cost estimates, but in a catch-22 provision, the agreements require the architect to
“reconcile the Construction Cost Budget” and “not exceed the Construction Cost Budget.” As we
have all seen, costs have never been substantially within the architects’ control. The District sets the
program, the number and size of spaces, detailed characteristics of each space such as finishes,
equipment and technology and specification requirements for virtually every component of the
building. The buildings are also required to meet CHPs standards. The reality is that that there is very
little left to the architect’s discretion other than space planning and design aesthetics. I am not
critical of this because it results in uniform standards of function and quality among schools, a goal
the board adopted to respond to public demands in a transparent public policy process. It is
completely disingenuous for VLS to conclude that an architect should “design a school to a budget
set by the District.”
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